WHAT HAPPENS NEXT
When tomorrow feels uncertain, let's give our children
something to look forward to...
The Sisterhood

This is Maymouna, photobombing her sister Leila's photography project at After All. The
sisters are attending gardening class, another aspect of the after-school program at
Harlem Link. In addition to gardening and photography, they have enjoyed the
opportunity to learn about modern dance, the arts and even robot building.

Their older sister, Sophie, also attended Harlem Link. She didn't have the opportunity to
attend After All. That's because it didn't exist until after she graduated. But thanks to
help from contributors like you, she has been able to stay involved outside of the
classroom through Harlem Link's Start to Finish initiative. Through Start to Finish, she
has become an involved alumna, giving back to younger Harlem Link students by
offering guidance and advice, both informally, during after-school chats, and through
Harlem Link's regular school events like Alumni Night.
Through their involvement in their community, these three sisters exemplify what
Harlem Link hopes to achieve this #GivingTuesday.

How We Want To Give This Tuesday
Encouraging social, emotional, and academic growth, Harlem Link's devoted staff go
the extra mile for their students through After All. Each student is offered homework
assistance and hours of extra-curricular activities that strengthen their evolving skills
and help them grow into well-rounded and goal-oriented scholars. And our Start to
Finish program allows us to begin our commitment to a child's education at infancy, and
it continues to support them through grade school and all the way to college through our
alumni network. We strive to grant them every possible opportunity, but we can't do it
alone.
That's where you come in.

Leading By Example
The most critical hours in a child's life are not spent in a classroom, but in the larger
world, where they apply the lessons they've learned. During these uncertain times,
Harlem Link wants to help them put those lessons into practice by adding more
programs to After All and more resources to Start to Finish.
Last year, the Morris and Alma Schapiro Fund challenged us to match their generous
gift of $75,000 to keep these critical programs running. Thanks to the support of
contributors like you, we rose to the occasion, giving our students another year of
enrichment after school and after graduation.
Now, the Schapiro Fund has provided more resources, raising the bar to $100,000, and
just as we did last year, I know we can match their generosity once more.
Let's follow the example of Leila, Maymouna and Sophie this #GivingTuesday. Let's
create something better beyond the walls of the classroom.

Thank you, and Happy Holidays.

Steve Evangelista
Co-Founder and Principal

PS: For more information about our programs, please visit our site at harlemlink.org or
email us at info@harlemlink.org. To support our programs and help our scholars shine,
please visit us at http://www.harlemlink.org/donate.html

